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Abstract

Purpose – This paper seeks to reflect on English care trusts as an example of a structural approach to

integration.

Design/methodology/approach – All current care trusts’ chief executives were invited to participate in

a semi-structured interview exploring their experiences. Themes from the interviews were combined with

findings from literature and policy review.

Findings – The current care trusts can identify a number of advantages from combining health and

social care into a single organisation. Equally, they also experienced many of the anticipated difficulties,

and in hindsight half of those interviewed would recommend other options to achieving better integrated

working. Whilst the ‘‘commissioning’’ function of care trusts will not survive beyond March 2013,

‘‘provider’’ care trusts look set to continue and indeed expand their service delivery. They will be joined

both by new integrated social enterprises delivering health and social care.

Practical implications – The experiences of care trusts show the limitations of a single organisational

structure as a means to achieve better integration and the impact of a changing national policy

landscape on local initiatives. The findings suggest that the current legal flexibilities for integrated

working should remain to enable local areas to decide how best to achieve their priorities and to realise

the importance of addressing local cultural, practical and leadership issues along with structural

barriers.

Originality/value – This paper provides a reflection on the ten years since the option of care trusts were

available in England and adds to the current literature which focuses on individual care trusts’

development and impact.
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Introduction to the study

The Health Services Management Centre has been involved with care trusts since their

inception and we have maintained our interest and ties with a number of these organisations

(GlasbyandPeck, 2004). The ten-year anniversaryof theoptionbeingcreated inEnglandwas

an opportunity to reflect on what we can learn from this structural approach to integration and

we sought the views of people currently leading care trusts (Miller et al., 2011). A literature

review on ‘‘care trusts’’ was completed, and the main themes combined with those from

publications on integrated working in general to develop a semi-structured interview

schedule.Wecontacted all of the current Chief Executives and invited them to either take part

in a telephone interview or to nominate another senior member of staff. In total, three Chief

Executives and four other Executive Team Members participated, representing three mental

health providers and four joint commissioning/community service providers. The interviews

were taped and transcribed and transcripts coded according to themajor themes that arose.

The Journal of Integrated Care has been a forum for both commentators and those charged

with developing care trusts to express their views (Glasby et al., 2005; Lavender, 2006), and
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we hope to add to this legacy of informed coverage and debate. To reflect care trusts’ roles

in exploring a new organisational form the analogy of the ‘‘pilgrim fathers’’ is used – this

captures the essence of a journey into new territory that was based on ‘‘hope’’ rather than

‘‘fact’’. English Care Trusts were exploring the new policy territory of a single integrated

organisation, and did this in the belief that this would lead to improved service user

outcomes. It could be argued (and indeed was by a number of commentators at that time

(Hudson, 2002) that this belief was reached on the basis of supposition and ‘‘common

sense’’, rather than there being a clear and coherent evidence base to suggest that this

would be the case.

The journey is mapped and the pilgrims set sail

The introduction of care trusts as a potential solution to improve partnership working between

health and social care built on previous attempts by successive governments to promote

integration on an operational and strategic level (Edwards and Miller, 2003; Glasby and

Dickinson, 2008). The labour government’s commitment to addressing the perceived barriers

was summarised in the memorable description by Frank Dobson when he was Secretary of

State for Health of the need to ‘‘break down the Berlin Wall’’. Whilst in retrospect this analogy

does have limitations (e.g. it was not clearwho took the role of ‘‘East’’ andwho the role of ‘‘West’’

Germany, and if one agency was viewed as being surrounded on all sides by its dominant and

dictatorial partner), it does powerfully illustrate both the perceived clash in cultures and the

barriers to communication and joint working. The Berlin Wall was a formidable barrier, one that

could be transcended but at the risk of death or imprisonment. The boundaries between health

andsocial caremaynot havebeen that dramaticbut thisdoes start to illustrate themagnitudeof

the challengeof overcoming thedifficulties inworking together. TheHealthAct 1999 introduced

new frameworks to facilitate joint commissioning, provision and resourcing (Greig and Poxton,

2001) and the National Health Service (NHS) Plan (Secretary of State for Health, 2000)

subsequently unveiled care trusts as a further step in integration.

Care trusts were presented as a ‘‘pragmatic way forward’’ in relation to integration between

health and social care (Department of Health (DH), 2002b). They had the flexibility to take

responsibility for the commissioning and/or provision of services for a single client group such

as older people or people with mental health difficulties, or to work across a wider range of

services. Theguidancewasclear that care trustswere ‘‘neither a takeoverof localgovernment

by the NHS nor a takeover of the NHS by local government’’ (DH, 2002b, p. 1). However, the

requirement for care trusts to be NHS bodies without the option for a local authority model

suggests that central government were confident in the health service being responsible for

social care, but would not trust electedmembers for the bulk of health service commissioning

(Hudson, 2002). Continued democratic accountability would be achieved in part through the

contractual relationship between local authorities and care trusts, and a requirement that

councillors would sit on their boards. Care trusts would generally be a voluntary arrangement

but it was indicated that local areas could be ‘‘compelled’’ into developing one if there were

significant concerns regarding local joint working (this threat was in fact never carried out

(Glasby et al., 2005). The background briefing released by DH (2002b, p. 1) reveals their

hopes for improved service delivery and staff engagement:

For users, carers and patients, this will mean greater potential for tailored and integrated care,

greater accessibility and one stop shops for services that used to entail repeated conversations

and a procession of different faces [. . .] For those working in a single system there will also be

benefits [. . .] clearer and simpler management structures, and [. . .] an increased ability to

influence the shape of integrated care pathways.

Concerns about the introduction of the care trust model were raised – these also included:

a lack of evidence that the model would work; the considerable logistic difficulties in

combining different IT, financial and human resource systems; the different governance

systems relating to health and social care; and the potential for opportunity loss through

focusing on such a large-scale structural change (Hudson, 2002; Greig and Poxton, 2001).
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The DH (2002a) introduced a process through which care trust application could be sought,

with final approval resting with the Secretary of State. By September 2001, 17 applications

had progressed to the pilot stage, of which two withdrew leaving fifteen pilots based in 12

localities (Hudson, 2002; Table I).

By 2002, five of the initial 17 pilot care trust sites had resulted in organisations being launched,

and these were followed by another three in 2003 (Hudson, 2002). There were a further three

care trusts createdbetween2005and2007, and thenagapuntil the latest one in2010 (Table II).

Table I Care trust pilots

Area Number of pilots Service area

Bexley One Older people
Birmingham Two Mental health

Learning disability
Brighton and Hove One Range of vulnerable people
Bradford One Mental health
Camden and Islington One Mental health
Essex One Housing and older people
Manchester One Mental health
New Forest One Older people

Physical disabilities
North Somerset One All services except mental health
Northumberland One Working age adults (except mental health)
Sandwell One Mental health
Wiltshire Three Older people

Physical disabilities
Learning disabilities
Child health

Source: Hudson (2002)

Table II Care Trusts and launch date

Area
Year of
launch Service provision

Commissioning
responsibilities

Bradford 2002 Mental health
Learning disability
Substance misuse

No

Camden and Islington 2002 Mental health
Learning disability
Substance misuse

No

Manchester 2002 Mental health
Learning disability
Substance misuse

No

Northumberland 2002 Community health services (not including mental health) and adult social care Yes
Witham, Braintree
and Halstead

2002 Care Trust element focussed on older people’s services (including housing support) Yes

Bexley 2003 Community health services (no social care) Yes
Sandwell 2003 Mental health

Learning disability
Substance misuse

No

Sheffield 2003 Mental health
Learning disability
Substance misuse

No

Torbay Care Trust 2005 Community health services (not including mental health) and adult social care Yes
Solihull Care Trust 2006 Community health services (not including mental health) and adult social care) Yes
North East Lincolnshire 2007 Older people

Physical disabilities
Yes

Blackburn with Darwen 2010 Community health services (no social care) Yes
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Not all of these remain ‘‘care trusts’’, either through being disbanded (Witham, Braintree &

Halsteaddissolved in2006) or having evolved intoFoundation Trusts (although thesecanmake

application for permission to continue to deliver health and social care services). They have

largely reflected the formof theNHSorganisations thatwerepreviously in existence, as theyare

mixture of mental health provider trusts (which have also taken on responsibility for social care

assessmentandcaremanagement), and thosewhichhavebothcommissionedandprovideda

range of health and adult social care services (mirroring Primary Care Trusts (PCTs)). That the

provider trusts have focussed on mental health could be seen to reflect the commitment to

jointworkingwithin this servicearea, theconsiderableoverlap in theclients supportedbyhealth

and social care teams, and a recognition of the close connection between people’s ‘‘health’’

needs and their social circumstances (e.g. employment status). The initial guidance

(DH, 2002b) and ministerial statements at the time identified that many care trusts would be

likely to focus solely on older people services (Neate, 2000), but this optionwas only pursued in

Witham, Braintree & Halstead (in which the health functions were similar to a general PCTs but

the social care element focussed exclusively on services for older people). The more recent

care trusts have badged themselves as ‘‘care trust plus’’, with the ‘‘plus’’ elements referring to

an integratedapproach to thebroader health andwellbeing agenda. For instance, inNorth East

Lincolnshire, this involves the local authority taking responsibility for public health and the

management of community health services for children (Ham, 2009). In Blackburn & Darwen,

the ‘‘care trust’’modelhasbeen focussedoncommissioningandpublic healthandnot ondirect

provision (with the social care assessment and caremanagement function remainingwithin the

local authority).

Did the ‘‘promised land’’ of integration prove to be a false prophecy or a garden of
plenty?

It is clear that the setting forth of the initial care trusts did not lead to the mass migration that

was initially talked about by ministers and the model could, therefore, be deemed to have

failed in relation to the ‘‘quantity’’ delivered (Neate, 2000). Perhaps, what is more important

though is assessing the ‘‘quality’’ of the model as a means to achieve integrated care. To

complete an evaluation of such a partnership is a complex task due to the range of variables

and contexts that would have to be considered (Dickinson, 2008), and the limited range of

literature on care trusts largely focuses on the ‘‘concept’’ and the setting up of care trusts.

There have been evaluations of the impact of individual care trusts within their local area

(Dickinson et al., 2007; Ham, 2009; Ham and Smith, 2010). Whilst there is evidence that the

partnership approach in for example, Torbay (Thistlethwaite, 2011) has been successful and

the care trust has been a central component of this, these findings cannot be transferred to

the model as a whole as factors such as geography, history and leadership were potentially

more important than care trust status per se.

The participants that we interviewed reflected a range of local experiences regarding the

success of their care trust in achieving its original objectives (Table III). As one would expect

better joint-working between professionals and amultidisciplinary approach to teamworking

were raised by most, and those with commissioning responsibilities had seen benefits in

having an ability to influence and shape the health and social caremarket as awhole. Benefits

for staff were also frequently mentioned, through providing more varied career opportunities

andhavinga ‘‘unique’’ product to sell to prospective staff.Despite theseachievements, half of

the intervieweeswould not in hindsight recommend to their predecessors that a care trust was

developed, as many of the costs in financial and lost opportunities resultant from the creation

of a new organisation could have been avoided through other approaches. Many also

mentioned the initial difficulties caused through adult social care being separated from other

local authority functions, as this resulted in aperceived lackof ownership and/or attention from

other council services regarding improving access for vulnerable adults.

In relation to their ‘‘journey’’ to formingacare trust, the importanceof buildingona local history

of partnershipworkingwasmentionedby all.Where thiswas in place therewas a level of trust,

understanding and expertise in developing integrated arrangements and these considerably

eased the process of agreeing governance and contractual arrangements. Areas which
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participants described as having a ‘‘lower partnership base’’ to start with commonly

experienced tensions regarding financial overspends, the nature of the relationshipwith local

authorities and decisionmaking over contentious issues such as service redesign. In regards

to our ‘‘pilgrim’’ analogy, the two situations can be characterised as the difference between

setting off onwith anexperiencedcrew that had travelledpart of the journeybefore andwhose

sponsors had a clear and united vision, and bringing together a new crew and asking them to

sort out their destination and need for supplies once they had left port.

Whatever their start, all the care trusts experienced some degree of difficulty in relation to a

national policy environment which did not always consider the impact of changes on such

integrated organisations and as a consequence placed obstacles and distractions to their

journey. Successive Secretaries of State had their own views of how best to achieve joint

working between health and social care. Barriers to progress included the time consumed in

having to respond to two performance regimes, the linked need to maintain two IT systems

(although some, e.g. Torbay have eventually been able to implement a single system (Ham,

2009), and the difference in staff terms and conditions. NHS initiatives such as Transforming

Community Services (TCS) were also seen to divert attention both from promoting integration

and addressing social care issues, and care trusts often sat uncomfortably with these NHS

focussed initiatives. For instance, the initial guidance regarding TCS did not include care

trusts as an acceptable organisational form (DH, 2009). One participant described being

caught between the demands of the council and the Strategic Health Authority, both of whom

perceived that their area of responsibility was losing out within a care trust arrangement.

Table III The ‘‘strengths and weaknesses’’ of the care trust model

Strengths Weaknesses

Staffing Redesigning roles across health and social care
workforce
Portrayal as ‘‘innovative’’ organisation spanning
health and social care can act as recruitment tool
Additional career opportunities (particularly for
social care staff working in mental health)

Complexity of managing staff with different terms
and conditions
Harmonisation of terms and conditions is time
consuming and can lead to additional staff costs
(if one staff group receives additional salary as a
consequence)
Tension caused by staff groups feel that other
disciplines are given stronger voice and more
influence

Service development Power to ‘‘shape’’ the whole of health and social
care system through managing commissioning
process
Build on the ‘‘best’’ of social care and health
approaches to develop innovative services

If relationship with Council is not strong then
gaining approval for redesign of social care
services can be problematic
Care trust can be expected to modernise
services within existing social care budget (even
if this is already under pressure)
Opportunities for development lost as initial focus
was on dealing with transactional issues

Co-ordination of care Easier to develop joint teams with single
manager and integrated processes
Sharing of information between disciplines

A ‘‘culture of integration’’ is also required and this
can be neglected with time spent addressing
process issues
Barriers between health and social care IT
systems remain

Wider partnerships Care trust is an example of what can be achieved
with investment in integrated working
Engagement with local community on health and
social care issues as a whole
Stronger influence to advocate for health and
wellbeing agenda within local strategic
partnerships

Social care seen as ‘‘outside’’ of the local
authority and so not a priority within other
functions such as housing
‘‘Contractual’’ rather than ‘‘partnership’’
relationship with local authority
Maintaining links with changing inspection and
commissioning bodies (and leads) and
responding to different (and at times conflicting)
demands of central government departments

Note: As described by those interviewed
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Developing and maintaining engagement with local communities provided considerable

momentum for a number of care trusts and this helped to propel them through the turbulent

conditions described above. For Torbay Care Trust, their initial consultation led to the

development of the powerful symbol of ‘‘Mrs Smith’’ as a compass to facilitate united vision

and direction for staff and stakeholders alike (Lavender, 2006). Mrs Smith was a fictional

85-year old case with multiple health and social care needs who would have been likely to

encounter the difficulties in access and co-ordination that local people identified in

consultations. North East Lincolnshire Care Trust developed the Accord Membership Body

as a vehicle to recruit the local community to be part of on-going involvement network.

Members were consulted about the care trust’s strategic direction and priorities, and could

also be more directly involved if they stood for election onto one of the four Commissioning

Groups (see accord.nelctp.nhs.uk for further details).

Have the pilgrims inspired a new generation of integrated organisations?

Anumber of commentators have called for a focus on integration to be retained aswemove to

a major restructuring of the health care system in England, and the corresponding dangers if

opportunities for integration are lost (Curry and Ham, 2010). Whilst the limits of a structural

approach are recognised there is also evidence that with the right incentives, it could provide

substantial benefits (Lewis et al., 2010). The requirement by TCS that PCTs shed themselves

of their provider arms by April 2011 followed by the planned abolition of PCTs under latest

health restructuring, mean that the commissioning role of care trusts will not continue in their

current forms post April 2013. However, provider trusts will be continuing (if they are able

to gain foundation trust status) and will be expanding either through taking on

responsibility for providing mental health and learning disability services in other localities

and/or other community health services that are being transferred from local PCTs (Table IV).

Table IV Future of current care trusts

Care Trust Is plan for care trust to continue? Planned future for direct provision

Bexley No Majority of services will transfer to Oxleas NHS
Foundation Trust
Children’s health services will be transferred to South
London Healthcare NHS Trust

Blackburn with
Darwen

No Services being transferred to Lancashire Care NHS
Foundation Trust

Bradford Yes (subject to application for Foundation Trust status) As present plus additional community health services
Camden and
Islington

Yes As present

Manchester Yes (subject to application for Foundation Trust status) As present plus range of ‘‘Health and Wellbeing’’
services

North East
Lincolnshire

No Two social enterprises are being created – Care Plus
(community health and social care) and Navigo (mental
health and social care)

Northumberland No All services, including adult social care, have been
transferred to Northumbria Healthcare NHS Foundation
Trust

Sandwell Yes Will be renamed Black Country Partnership NHS
Foundation Trust to reflect expansion both in the range
of services provided and the areas in which it works

Sheffield Yes As present plus taking on additional community health
services

Solihull Care Trust No Community health services will transfer to Heart of
England Foundation Trust
Social care services will transfer to Solihull MBC
Learning disability services will transfer to Coventy and
Warwickshire Partnership NHS Trust

Torbay Care Trust Yes (subject to application for Community Foundation
Trust status)

As present plus expansion into delivering services in
new localities. Podiatry and Community Dental
Services pursuing option of social enterprise
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Torbay Care Trust is looking to pass its health commissioning responsibilities to local general

practitioner (GP) consortia but remain as a provider trust which commissions social care

services.

The current ‘‘provider pilgrims’’ will then continue with their mission and there is discussion in

another area regarding the development of a new care trust. Furthermore, the new

opportunities for social enterprises to become deliverers of NHS services look set to lead to a

number of integrated health and social care enterprises being developed both as the legacy

of care trusts (e.g. North East Lincolnshire) or as new developments. The government’s Right

to Provide scheme, in which public sector staff will be able to seek approval to ‘‘spin out’’

services into enterprisesmayprovide further opportunities for new integratedorganisations to

bedeveloped (Office forCivil Society, 2010). Foundation trustswhoare currently only focused

on healthcare could also consider providing social care as a way of expanding their business

into integrated pathways (and this is being in considered in at least one area at present) – this

may make particular sense to those who will be taking on community health services.

The commissioning landscape is currently dominated by the move to GP consortia and it is

perhaps too early to tell howmany of thesewill be interested and able to take on responsibility

for social care services too. The government stress in their plans for Health and Wellbeing

Boards (DH, 2010) that thesemust have an eye to the potential of ‘‘flexibilities’’such aspooled

budgets and joint commissioning arrangements. Furthermore, the DH (2010, p. 107) is

looking toplace theNHSCommissioningBoard ‘‘under aduty topromote theuseof flexibilities

by consortia’’. So it is clear that whilst local relationships and needs will be most important

factor in the development of integrated commissioning organisations there remains a strong

national interest and a continuing framework to facilitate such developments.

Conclusion

The current care trusts may not have acted as pilgrims who encouraged widespread

migration to the ‘‘promised land’’ of integrated health and social care organisations, and

some of the concerns of commentators at that time (such as the limitations of a structural

approach, the impact of organisational upheaval and the pressure on human resource

capacity) were experienced in practice (Hudson, 2002). However, it is also clear that care

trusts, to a lesser or greater extent, were able to use their structural form and unique place

that this provided with local strategic partnerships to make some improvements in integrated

working and/or commissioning (even if the corresponding outcomes cannot be clearly

identified within these relatively short timescales). The continued commitment of most of

these organisations to an integrated structure (even if in hindsight they would not have

recommended its development) shows a belief in the potential of the model. Their

determination could be seen to reflect the stubbornness of pilgrims outlined by John Bunyan

in his classic hymn:

who so beset him round

with dismal stories

do but themselves confound for

his strength the more is.

Finally, it is clear that whatever your view of the success of the care trust model they provide

considerable learning as to the local and national contexts and approaches which will

support integration and those which act as distractions and/or barriers. It is to be hoped that

local Health andWellbeing Boards and national government departments can take on board

these lessons as we move forward to a new chapter in health and social care relations in

England. To again paraphrase John Bunyan, ‘‘there are organisations whose experiences

can teach others the course to steer’’.
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